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4L60E Cable Repair Kit Installation Instructions  
 
             Step 1 -  Set the emergency brake and chock the wheels. Just make sure the  
                      vehicle cannot roll while you are trying to work on it.  
 Step 2 - Once you have the vehicle secured the first thing you should do is  
                      remove the old grommet pieces from the cable end. Usually a small 
                      screwdriver or some other type of small sharp tool is best to remove the 
                      old grommet. Some GM vehicles will have a thin plastic cap on the cable     
                      end that will prevent the new replacement pin from passing thru the  
                      cable end. This cap will have to be removed with a box knife or some  
                      other sharp tool.  
 Step 3 - The easiest way to remove the old pin is to remove the shift lever from    
                      the transmission. Most times the shift lever is held on with a 10mm  
                      head bolt (imports) or a 15mm nut (GM). Make sure to note exactly how  
                      the lever is mounted on the transmission. You will have to put it back        
                      the same way it came off. Sometimes a quick picture will help when it  
                      comes time to reinstall the lever.   
        Step 4 -  Once you have removed the lever you now need to remove the small  
                      amount of material on the back end of the pin. When your vehicle was     
                      built new the factory pin was pressed in the lever and then smashed on 
                      the end, preventing it from coming out of the lever. Use a small grinder  
                      or file to remove this small amount of material. You are trying to  
                      remove enough material that you are flush with the shift lever.  
                      Sometimes you can see an outline of the pin when grinding down the  
                      excess material. If you do, grind until you see a perfect circle. Try not to  
                      grind too much material from the lever itself.   
 Step 5 -  Now use a small punch or heavy duty nail and a hammer to remove the  
                      old pin. Sometimes placing the lever over the edge of a vise or over a  
                      deep 9/16 socket, this will help you hold it in place while the pin is being        
                      hit with the hammer and punch. Once the pin is removed you are left  
                      with a perfectly drilled hole. Now you can assemble the cable back to 
                      the lever with the newly supplied cable repair pin.  
NOTE: Our kits come with two new pins with different tip sizes. One is 0.258” and the 
other is 0.270”. Use whichever of the two fits tightest in the lever.  
 Step 6 - Insert pin thru cable end then into hole in the shift lever. Now install  
                      the e-clip. The e-clip should end up touching the area that you ground 
                      off. (The e-clip is 7/32) 
 Step 7 - Reattach the shift lever to the transmission, making sure that it was put 
                      back the same direction as original. Now test the operation of the shifter  
                      thru all the ranges. This completes the installation.  
NOTE: Some Corvette Models may require you to drop the exhaust to be able to reach 
the shifter lever on the transmission and the Shifter Cable itself. 


